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The Tutte Polynomial has proven to be very useful in the world of graph
theory. It is a two variable polynomial invariant that can be defined for graphs,
can extend to the more general case of hyperplane arrangements, and can
extend most generally to matroids. It is most commonly seen as a graph
invariant, as isomorphic graphs have the same Tutte Polynomial. (However,
the converse is not true.) Specific values of this polynomial encode useful
data about the graph. For example, the Tutte Polynomial can express the
number of forests, the number of spanning trees, and the number of connected
spanning subgraphs of a graph. It also can specialize to the one variable
chromatic polynomial. The difficulty with the Tutte Polynomial is that no
efficient algorithm is known to compute it. For certain values, the computation
can be done in polynomial-time. However, it has been shown that this is not
true in general.
Less is known about the Tutte Polynomial of hyperplane arrangements.
Federico Ardila developed some computation methods for the Tutte Polyno-
mial in this situation using finite fields. We will expand on his methods by
finding more efficient ways to calculate this polynomial for larger arrange-
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ments. We demonstrate this method by showing a program in PARI/GP, and
use it to calculate the Tutte Polynomial for the exceptional arrangements E6,
E7, and E8. Until very recently, these polynomials were not known.
We begin in Chapter 2 by discussing preliminaries about hyperplane
arrangements, root systems, and Dynkin Diagrams. Chapter 3 contains the
previous work by Ardila and the ideas behind our method. In Chapter 4, we
discuss the algorithm we developed and implemented in GP to compute the
Tutte Polynomial of certain arrangements. We give the actual Tutte Polyno-
mials of the E6, E7, and E8 arrangements. Finally, the appendix contains all





We begin by defining the terms we will be using.
Definition 2.1.1. Let F be a field and n a positive integer. An affine hy-
perplane in Fn is an affine subspace of Fn of codimension 1. A hyperplane
arrangement A is a finite set of hyperplanes.
In general, a hyperplane can be described by a non-degenerate equation
a1x1+. . .+anxn = c. We will usually refer to a hyperplane arrangement simply
as an arrangement. Also, generally we will work over F = R.
Definition 2.1.2. If the hyperplanes in an arrangement have a non-empty
intersection, then the arrangement is called central.
If an arrangement A is central, we can choose the coordinates such that
each hyperplane contains the origin. For our purposes, we will assume that all
central arrangements contain the origin.
Definition 2.1.3. The rank of a central hyperplane arrangement A is de-
fined by r(A) = n − dim(⋂ A). The rank function can be extended to all
3
arrangements by defining the rank of an arrangement to be the largest rank
of a central subarrangement of that arrangement.
One well-known example of an arrangement is the braid arrangement,
which we will later designate as having type An. The braid arrangement
consists of the hyperplanes xi = xj for all i < j. The braid space is the
complement of these hyperplanes.
Definition 2.1.4. For an arrangement A, define the intersection poset L(A)
to be the set of all nonempty intersections of elements of A. The partial order
on L(A) is defined by reverse inclusion by X ≤ Y ⇔ Y ⊆ X.
If A is the braid arrangement, then L(A) is isomorphic to the lattice
of partitions of n. (See [7] for a proof of this.) Here is the partition lattice
for n = 4, and we can think of this as representing the intersection poset for
the braid arrangement where a, b being in the same partition is equivalent to
including the hyperplane xa = xb in that intersection. (Image from [13].)
4
Figure 2.1: Partition lattice for n=4
2.2 Tutte Polynomial
The Tutte Polynomial is a two-variable polynomial that can be defined for
graphs, hyperplane arrangements, and matroids. This can be done for each in
several equivalent ways. One typical definition for graphs is as follows:
Definition 2.2.1. The Tutte Polynomial TG(q, t) of a graph G with edge set
E(G) is defined such that:
1. E(G) = {} =⇒ TG(q, t) = 1
2. If G has a loop e, then TG(q, t) = tTG−e(q, t).
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3. If G has a bridge e, then TG(q, t) = qTG/e(q, t).
4. For all other edges e, TG(q, t) = TG/e(q, t) + TG−e(q, t).
(Here G/e represents contracting e and G − e represents deleting e.)
For a hyperplane arrangement, we can define the Tutte Polynomial
TA(q, t) in a similar way using deletions and contractions. It is not clear
that TG(q, t) or TA(q, t) are well-defined from this type of definition a priori.
However, an equivalent and more convenient definition which is clearly well-






(q − 1)r(A)−r(B)(t − 1)|B|−r(B)
2.3 Finite Reflection Groups and Root Systems
For any hyperplane a defined over Fn, let sa be the reflection across that
hyperplane. This reflection will fix a and it will send an orthogonal vector α to
−α. For any hyperplane arrangement, we will be examining the associated set
of reflections and the group generated by these reflections. Specifically, we will
look at the case when the group is finite (called a finite reflection group). We
will think of these groups as groups generated by the corresponding hyperplane
arrangements.
Given a vector space Fn, a root system is a set S of non-zero vectors
(called roots) and their negatives that satisfy the following properties:
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1. S spans Fn
2. S ∩ Rα = {α,−α} for all α ∈ S
3. Ssα = S for all α ∈ S
If we consider the standard Euclidean inner product on Fn, then a root




∈ Z for all α1, α2 ∈ S.
This condition implies that a vector α2 and its reflection sα1α2 differ
by an integral multiple of α1, and we be only considering crystallographic root
systems.
A root system is called reducible if it is the combination of two root
systems which span mutually orthogonal subspaces of a common Euclidean
space, and irreducible otherwise.
For a given hyperplane arrangement, we will consider the roots of the
arrangement to vectors α that are orthogonal to some hyperplane in the ar-
rangement. We will consider root systems that consist of these roots. These
root systems have been well studied, and there are only a finite number of
types of such systems which are irreducible.
A set of linearly independent roots that forms a basis for Fn with the
property that every vector in S is a linear combination of elements of this set
with all coefficients non-negative or all coefficients non-positive is called a set
of simple roots for that system. It is not obvious a priori, but such a set of
simple roots always exists ([5] 1.3).
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2.4 Representations of Root Systems
There are four infinite families of root systems (An, Bn, Cn, Dn), and five ex-
ceptional cases (E6, E7, E8, F4, G2). We will describe one representation (as
given in [5]) of each of the infinite families and the exceptional cases that we
are interested in. In each case, let ǫ1, . . . , ǫn represent the standard basis in
R
n.
An, n ≥ 1: Let V be the subspace of Rn+1 consisting of vectors whose
coordinates sum to 0, and let the roots be those vectors that have integer
coordinates and length
√
2. The roots will then be all n(n + 1) vectors of the
form ǫi − ǫj, j 6= i. These correspond to the hyperplanes ǫi = ǫj. One set of
simple roots is {ǫi − ǫi+1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Bn, Cn, n ≥ 2: In Rn, the roots of Bn are the vectors having integer
coordinates and length either 1 or
√
2. This consists of the 2n vectors of the
form ±ǫi and the 2n(n − 1) vectors of the form ±ǫi ± ǫj for i < j. Thus the
hyperplanes are of the form ǫi ± ǫj = 0 and ǫi = 0. One set of simple roots is
ǫi − ǫi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and ǫn. Cn is isomorphic to Bn, with roots ±2ǫi
instead of ±ǫi, and is its inverse root system.
Dn, n ≥ 4: In Rn, the roots are the vectors having integer coordinates
and length
√
2. This consists of the 2n(n− 1) vectors of the form ±ǫi ± ǫj for
i < j that we saw in Bn. One set of simple roots is ǫi − ǫi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
and ǫn−1 + ǫn.
E8: In R
8, we consider the following 240 roots: there are 112 roots of




such that there are an even number of plus signs. We note that all roots have
constant length
√
2. One set of simple roots is: ǫi − ǫi−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ 7, ǫ1 + ǫ2,
and 1
2
(ǫ1 + ǫ8 −
∑7
i=2 ǫi).
E7: E7 is easily defined as a subset of E8. It contains the following
126 roots in R8: there are 60 roots of the form ±ǫi ± ǫj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 6,
there are 2 roots of the form ±ǫ7 − ǫ8 , and there are 64 roots of the form
±1
2
(ǫ7 − ǫ8 +
∑6
i=1 ±ǫi such that the sum contains an odd number of minus
signs. Then one set of simple roots is the same as for E8, removing ǫ7 − ǫ6.
E6: We define E6 as a subset of E8 as well. It contains the following
72 roots over R8: there are 40 roots of the form ±ǫi ± ǫj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 5,
and there are 32 roots of the form ±1
2
(ǫ8 − ǫ7 − ǫ6 +
∑5
i=1 ±ǫi such that the
sum contains an odd number of minus signs. The one set of simple roots is
the same as for E8, removing ǫ7 − ǫ6 and ǫ6 − ǫ5.
One advantage of defining E7 and E6 over R
8 is that we can see the
copy of them in E8. We can also define E7 and R
7 and E6 in R
6 using a change
of basis, by using the simple roots as our basis. We will use this change of
basis later when we are doing our calculations for E7 and E6.
2.5 Dynkin Diagrams
Dynkin diagrams are a way to represent a system based on the relationship of
a set of simple roots of that system. This diagram is independent of the choice
of simple roots. It is a graph in which the vertices of the diagram correspond
to the simple roots. An edge is drawn between two vertices if and only if the
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corresponding roots are not orthogonal. To designate the angle between non-
orthogonal roots, different edges are used. A single edge represents an angle
of 120 degrees, a double edge represents an angle of 135 degrees, and a triple
edge represents an angle of 150 degrees.
Another interpretation of Dynkin diagrams relates to the actions of the
reflection group. This group is generated by the simple roots, and we can look
at the order of products of simple roots. Specifically, for any two simple roots
α and β, define m(α, β) to be the order of the associated hyperplane reflections
sα and sβ, so (sαsβ)
m(α,β) = 1. Then an edge in the Dynkin diagram is drawn
between two vertices exactly when the associated order m ≥ 3. Specifically, a
single edge represents order 3, a double edge represents order 4, and a triple
edge represents order 5.
The Dynkin Diagrams of the root systems are well known, and are as
follows (image from [14]):
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Figure 2.2: Dynkin Diagrams of Root Systems
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Chapter 3
Computing the Tutte Polynomial
3.1 Previous Methods
Recently, de Concini and Procesi created a method to compute the Tutte
Polynomial that involves what are known as the internal and external activities
of a basis. Suppose we have a list of vectors X in Rn which span Rn. Fix a
total ordering on X. Consider a basis B ⊂ X, where B inherits the total order
B = {xi1 , . . . , xin}.
Definition 3.1.1. An element a ∈ X is externally active with respect to B
if for some e ≤ n, we have a < xie and the list (a, xie , . . . , xin) is linearly
dependent. An element b ∈ B is internally active with respect to B if there is
no element a in X preceding b such that {a}∪ (B/{b}) is a basis for X. Then
e(B) and i(B) are the number of externally and internally active elements with
respect to B, and are known as the external activity and internal activity
of B.
Tutte proved that





In [3], de Concini and Procesi use this idea to determine ways of cal-
culating the Tutte Polynomial. Using this formula directly is very computa-
tionally intensive, but they were able to use this idea and other results to find
more efficient ways of performing the calculation.
3.2 Ardila’s Finite Field Method
3.2.1 Coboundary Polynomial
In [1], Ardila introduced a method of computing the Tutte Polynomial for
hyperplane arrangements. His results use a transformation of the Tutte Poly-







There is a simple transformation between the polynomials:
χ̄A(q, t) = (t − 1)rTA
(
q + t − 1





(t − 1)r χ̄A((q − 1)(t − 1), t)
Thus being able to compute χ̄A(q, t) is essentially equivalent to being
able to compute TA(q, t).
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3.2.2 Reductions
We will define an integral arrangement to be an arrangements of hyper-
planes whose defining equations have integer coefficients. Ardila created a
method to compute Tutte polynomials of integral arrangements by looking at
the reductions of the arrangements over finite fields. Specifically, let A be an
integral arrangement defined over Zn, and let q = pk be a prime or a prime
power. Then A can be reduced to an arrangement Aq over F
n
q by regarding
the defining equations as equations over Fq. We first consider what conditions
we require for this reduction to be useful.
If A and Aq are combinatorially isomorphic arrangements, then we will
say that we have a valid reduction, and we will call p a valid prime. However,
for certain values of q we might not get a valid reduction. Some clear situations
where the reduction is not valid are when two hyperplanes reduce to the same
hyperplane or a hyperplane becomes degenerate. There are other, more subtle
possibilities as well. For the reduction to be valid, the following property must
hold: Given an integral arrangement A and prime power q = pk, for any subset
X of the equations of A, the span of X in Fq must have the same dimension
as the span of X in R.
For X to have the same dimension in Fq, the determinants of all minors
of the matrix of coefficients of the hyperplanes must be non-zero mod p. Thus
certainly if we choose p to be a prime larger than all these determinants, we
can guarantee that we have a valid reduction. In fact, we will see details later
of exactly which primes are valid for the E6, E7, and E8 arrangements.
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3.2.3 Reduction Theorem
Assuming we have a valid reduction, Ardila proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.1 ([1]). Let A be a Z-arrangement in Rn. Let q be a power of







where hq(x) denotes the number of hyperplanes of Aq that x lies on.
Ardila used this theorem to compute the coboundary polynomials of
the Coxeter arrangements of type An, Bn, and Dn. In each case, he did this by
computing the exponential generating function for the polynomials. However,
this technique appears to only work for these specific types and is not a general
method for all arrangements.
3.3 Computing Tutte Polynomials for Larger Arrange-
ments
In principle, one could use Ardila’s Theorem to compute the coboundary poly-
nomial for any arrangement with integral coefficients (more generally, with
rational coefficients). By choosing a valid prime power q0, one could compute
the right hand side directly by summing over all points in Fnq0 . This would
compute the polynomial χ̄A(q0, t). Computing this polynomial for enough val-
ues of q0 would allow us to use Lagrange interpolation to find χ̄A(q, t), thus
giving the full coboundary polynomial of the arrangement.
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However, actually computing the Tutte Polynomial of certain arrange-
ments this way is too computationally intensive to be practical. For example,
E8 has 120 hyperplanes, and this method requires checking whether each of the
q8 points is on each of the 120 hyperplanes. In order to interpolate completely,
we will show later that we would need to do this computation for at least some
q ≥ 31. We propose a method for computing the coboundary polynomial that
is not as computationally intensive.
3.3.1 Computation Method
The idea of the method is as follows. For integers p and q (not necessarily
prime), and given an arrangement, suppose we want to count the number of
points on each of the hyperplanes if we reduce the arrangement mod pq. This
is equivalent to counting the points mod p and looking at the cosets mod q.
We will show that this works not only for finite fields, but finite rings as well,
which is why we do not require p and q to be prime.
The main result we present is the following: Suppose p and q are valid






where Ax represents the subset of hyperplanes of A that x lies on mod p.
We will use this result to actually compute coboundary polynomials for
the E6, E7, and E8 arrangements. As we will show using Dynkin diagrams,
these arrangements have a very limited number of subarrangements. Thus
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if A is one of these arrangements, then there are a very limited number of
possibilities for the Ax subset.
We can thus pick a small valid value for q and calculate χ̄Ax(q, t) for all
possible subsets Ax. Then for different values of p, we can compute χ̄A(pq, t)
using this formula, and this is not computationally intensive as long as p is
relatively small. Essentially, this gives us many more options for calculating
specific instances of the coboundary polynomial. We then do this computation
for enough values of pq so that we can interpolate to get the general polynomial.
3.3.2 Proof of Method
We will start by proving the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.1. Suppose we have A ∈ Zm×n of rank n, and let p and q be
relatively prime to the determinants of all minors of A. Let x ∈ Zn such that
Ax ≡ 0 mod p, and let b ∈ Zn be such that Ax = pb. Then there exists some
r ∈ Zn such that b + Ar ≡ 0 mod q.
Proof. First, if x ≡ 0 mod p then r = 0 is clearly a solution. For any x ∈
Z
n, x 6≡ 0 mod p, consider A. Let S be any subset of n rows of A. If S
has nonzero determinant, then let M = S−1, so we can write M = 1
det(S)
M ′
where M ′ has integral entries. We know Ax = pb, so let x′ and b′ represent
the appropriate subsets of x and b such that Sx′ = pb′. Then x′ = Mpb′ =
1
det S
M ′pb′. However, we know that gcd(p, det S) = 1, so p|Mpb′. However,
because x 6≡ 0 mod p, p cannot divide x′. Thus we have a contradiction, so we
know det(S) = 0.
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This is true for any n rows of A, so A has fewer than n independent
rows. Because of this, we see that there must be a solution r to this system
of equations.
We note that the restrictive conditions on the matrix A are essential,
because the lemma is not true in general. An example of when a minor is 0 and
r does not exist, found experimentally, is as follows: Let A = E8, p = q = 5,
x = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]. Then x is on 20 hyperplanes of A, but for any z, the
maximal number of hyperplanes containing x + pz is 16, and thus our desired
r does not exist. However, p and q are not relatively prime to all minors of A
as required by the conditions in the lemma.
For any n, let hn(y) represent the number of hyperplanes of A that y
is on mod n. We now prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.2. Let A be a central arrangement in Rn, let p and q be products







where Ax represents the subset of hyperplanes of A that x lies on mod p.
Proof. Consider all points y ∈ (Z/pqZ)n. We can write (Z/pZ)n × (Z/qZ)n ≃
(Z/pqZ)n by (x mod p, z mod q) 7→ x + pz mod pq. Thus we can think of
y = x + pz where x ∈ (Z/pZ)n and z ∈ (Z/qZ)n.
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For each such y, we wish to determine hpq(y), the number of hyperplanes
that y lies on mod pq. Fix some x ∈ (Z/pZ)n, and this determines some subset
of hyperplanes Ax. We want to look at the points y = x + pz as described
above, with fixed x but varying z, and determine for each one how many planes
of A it is on mod pq. It is clear that if y is on some hyperplane of A mod pq,
then certainly x must be on that hyperplane mod p, and thus that hyperplane
must be in Ax. Thus it is enough to only consider the subset Ax.
We know Axx = 0 mod p, so let Axx = pb. Then
Ax(x + pz) = Axx + Axpz = p(b + Axz)
Let bi and zi denote the ith coordinates of b and z respectively, and let
Axi denote the ith row of Ax. Then hpq(y) = #{i : p(bi + Axizi) = 0 mod q}.
We would like to find a value z = r such that y = x + pr is on all the
hyperplanes of Ax. Thus we want hpq(x + pr) = #Ax so b + Axr = 0 mod q.
We know that Ax is a subarrangement of A such that p and q are relatively
prime to all of its minors, so by lemma 3.3.1, such an r must exist.
































where the function hq is based on the value of x chosen, because x determines
the hyperplanes in Ax.







which completes the proof.
We prove one more lemma about the intersections of hyperplanes, now
in the context of more general rings of the form R = (Z/sZ), where s is the
product of valid odd primes.
Lemma 3.3.3. Let A be an integral arrangement reduced over the ring R =
(Z/sZ), where s is the product of valid odd primes for A. Let H1, . . . , Hk be the
hyperplanes in A. For any I ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, let HI =
⋂
i∈I Hi. Then HI ≃ AdI
for some dI ≥ 0, where A represents an affine space.
Proof. We prove this by induction on |I|.
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Suppose |I| = 1, so I = {i}. Then Hi is the set of solutions to l · x = 0
where l = (l1, . . . , ln) ∈ Zn. Thus for any ring R, we can write the points on
the hyperplane Hi(R) = {(x1, . . . , xn)|xj ∈ R,
∑n
j=1 ljxj = 0}.
Let R = (Z/sZ). We assume s is the product of valid odd primes for A,
so some lj must be a unit in R. WLOG assume that ln is a unit. Thus we have
a bijection between Hi(R) ↔ Rn−1 given by (y1, . . . , yn−1, xn) ↔ (y1, . . . , yn−1)
where xn = −l−1n
∑n−1
j=1 ljyj. We can think of Hi(R) as being an affine space
of dimension n − 1.
Now for a set I, consider some Hi with i ∈ I. By hypothesis, HI/i(R) ≃
A
d′ for some d′ ≥ 0, and Hi ≃ An−1. Thus HI(R) = Hi(R)∩HI/i(R) = A∩Ad
′
.
Depending on the independence of Hi(R) in HI/i(R), this intersection of affine
spaces will either be Ad
′
or Ad
′−1. Thus we see that HI ≃ Ad for some d.
Now these lemmas let us prove the following result:
Proposition 3.3.4. Let s be the product of valid odd primes for A, and let t





Proof. Let A be an integral arrangement in Rn. We will prove this statement
by induction on the dimension n.
Suppose n = 1, so all hyperplanes are simply points. Suppose there are
k distinct hyperplanes, and let ni represent the number of hyperplanes that
21
occur i times. Then C(s, t) =
∑
y∈(Z/sZ)n t
hs(y) = (s − k) + ∑i niti is indeed a
polynomial.
From Katz in [6], we use the following: Given a noetherian ring R, we
denote by (Sch/R) the category of separated R-schemes of finite type, mor-
phisms being the R-morphisms. We denote by K0(Sch/R) its Grothendieck
group. By definition, K0(Sch/R) is the quotient of the free abelian group on
elements [X], one for each separated R-scheme of finite type, by the subgroup
generated by all the relation elements
[X] − [Y ] ,whenever Xred ≡ Y red,
and
[X] − [X\Z] − [Z] ,whenever Z ⊂ X is a closed subscheme.
Then if X is a finite union of locally closed subschemes Zi, then in







[Zi ∩ Zj] + · · ·
We use this as follows. Suppose n > 1. Consider the space X = ∪iHi,








(Hi ∩ Hj) + · · · ± ∩iHi
22
in K0(Z).
Now, passing to our ring R via the map Z → R, using Lemma 3.3.3,







|Ad(i,j)| + · · · ± |Ad(1,2,...,k)|
We know that |Ad| = sd. Thus we can write C1(s) = |X(R)| for some
polynomial C1(x) ∈ Z[X]. Since there are sn points overall, this gives us
C(s, 0) = sn − C1(s), which is a polynomial as required.
Now consider some hyperplane Hi, and let Xi be the arrangement cre-
ated by intersecting A with Hi. By restricting to Hi, we create an arrangement




is a polynomial, where hs here refers to the arrangement Xi.
We do this for all hyperplanes and get a polynomial CXi for each Hi. If
we add these polynomials, then every point x is counted in the sum with mul-
tiplicity based on the number of hyperplanes hs(x) that contain it. Each time,
it is counted in the polynomial as a term ths(x), which is the same regardless
of which Hi we used to calculate the polynomial.
Thus we can again we use the principle of inclusion/exclusion based
on the poset of arrangements to correctly count all points with multiplicity
one. Specifically, for I ⊂ {1, . . . , k}, again let HI = ∩i∈IHi, let and CI be the
polynomial as described above from intersecting A\HI with HI . This CI can
be thought of as successively restricting A to each hyperplane in I, and each
time we get a polynomial by induction. Then by inclusion/exclusion,
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C{i,j,k} − . . . ± CI
.
Clearly, C(s, t) is the result of the addition and subtraction of various
polynomials and so the result is also a polynomial.
This theorem shows that the sum
∑
y∈(Z/sZ)n t
hs(y) is a polynomial in
the finite ring setting as well as the finite field setting. Thus we can now show
our main result, which essentially states that this polynomial C(x, y) must be
the coboundary polynomial in this setting, generalizing Ardila’s Theorem.
Corollary 3.3.5. Let p and q be valid primes or products of valid primes for










By Proposition 3.3.4, we know that
∑
y∈(Z/sZ)n t
hs(y) must be a polynomial in
s for all valid s.
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is always a polynomial. We know its value for an infinite number of primes,
















There are several phases to the actual computation of the coboundary poly-
nomial. The first step is determining which primes are valid for use and will
represent valid reductions. For a sufficient number of valid prime powers q,
we can compute the coboundary polynomial in Fq using Ardila’s Theorem.
Then we can use our modification of this theorem to compute this polyno-
mial in (Z/qZ) for any q that is the product of valid primes. Finally, we can
interpolate the polynomials we get to find the general coboundary polynomial.
4.2 Valid Prime Powers
To determine which primes are valid, we must look at the determinants of
the arrangement and of all subarrangements. To see what the possible subar-
rangements are, we will use the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2.1. Every subarrangement of E6, E7, and E8 can be represented
by a subdiagram of the Dynkin Diagram of the original arrangement.
Proof. Consider the initial arrangement and take a set of simple roots. The
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relationship of the simple roots is invariant, and this determines the Dynkin
Diagram. For any subarrangement, we can represent it by a subset of the
simple roots, which will have the same relationship with each other. Thus we
can represent this by a subdiagram of the original Dynkin Diagram.
Thus to look at the subarrangements we must simply look at all sub-
diagrams of the Dynkin Diagram. Consider the arrangement E6. The only
possible subdiagrams (and therefore subarrangements) are An (1 ≤ n ≤ 5)
and Dn (n = 4, 5). It is well known that the determinant of An is n + 1, the
determinant of Dn is 4, and the determinant of E6 itself is 3. Thus the only
possible invalid primes are p = 2, 3, 5. However, A4 is primitive in E6, and
this is the only subarrangement that that could cause 5 to be invalid, and so
p = 5 is in fact a valid prime.
We can use the same logic for E7 and E8. The determinants of E7
and E8 are 2 and 1, respectively. For E7, we must include E6, A6, and D6
as possible subarrangements, as well as all subarrangements of E6. Similarly
for E8 we must include E7, A7, and D7, as well as all subarrangements of E7.
Thus we can see that the only possible invalid primes for both E7 and E8
are p = 2, 3, 5, 7, where the addition of 7 comes from the subarrangement A6.
Similarly, it turns out that A4 is primitive in E7, and A6 is primitive in E8.
Thus p = 5 is valid for E7, and p = 7 is valid for E8.
Thus we see that all primes p ≥ 5 and powers of these primes must be




Our goal is now to calculate the coboundary polynomial for an arrangement
A over the ring with q = q1q2 elements, where both q1 and q2 are products of
valid primes. First we must do some precomputations that we will use in the
actual computation.
4.3.1 Calculation for Primes
For each of E6, E7, and E8, we first have to determine the set of hyperplanes
corresponding to the root system. We do this by defining each arrangement
over R8, and then performing a change of basis to define each En over R
n as
defined earlier. This is done in createEPlanes.
The next step is to use Ardila’s Theorem to compute the coboundary
polynomial of our arrangement for several small valid primes p. This is a
straightforward application of his formula, and the program can be found in
Primes.gp.
4.3.2 Subarrangements
Given a choice of q2, we will next compute the coboundary polynomials of all
subarrangements based on this choice. We first use [[1], Thm 4.1 and 4.3] to
compute the coboundary polynomial of An and Dn for small values of n.
Next, the routine CreateSubPolys will combine the data about all pos-
sible subarrangements. In this routine, all possible combinations of subar-
rangements are considered, based on the Dynkin Diagram of our arrangement.
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We use the precomputed polynomials for arrangements of type A, D, and E,
because every subarrangement is a sub-diagram of the given diagram, and then
consider all possible direct sums of these arrangements that give a subdiagram
of our arrangement. In each case, we store the polynomial, the number of
planes involved, and the number of sets of three dependent planes. Note that
the subarrangement based on when x is the origin is the entire arrangement,
and thus must appear in our list. This is why we needed to calculate the
coboundary polynomial of this arrangement for q1.
4.4 Reductions
Once the preliminary work has been determined, we can now compute the
coboundary polynomial for our arrangement for the given value of q using
Corollary 3.3.5. This is done in GetCoPoly, and works as follows:
It calculates the coboundary polynomial for our arrangement over the
ring of size q = q1q2, where we assume that we already know the coboundary
polynomial for q1. We also assume that we have the necessary precomputed
values from above. To use Ardila’s Theorem, what we would normally want
to do is run through all points, and for each point compute the number of hy-
perplanes that contain that point. However, we know by Corollary 3.3.5 that
we can instead look at all points in (Z/q1Z), and for each one we will consider
all the points in (Z/q1q2Z) that are congruent to our point mod q2. These
points must form a subarrangement of our original arrangement, and thus the
count we want must give us the coboundary polynomial for that subarrange-
ment. Because we have already determined all possible subarrangements and
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precomputed the coboundary polynomial for each of them, we simply must
find the applicable one for each point of (Z/q1Z).
Now we have reduced the problem to determining which subarrange-
ment we have for each of our points in (Z/q1Z). For each such point x, we look
at the planes that x goes through mod q1. Now, the number of planes must be
consistent with the number of planes in the subarrangement, and this is often
sufficient for determining what subarrangement we have. If there are multiple
subarrangements with that same number of planes, then, we use the number
of sets of three planes that are dependent. These two pieces of data turn out
to completely characterize which subarrangement we have for E6, E7, and E8.
This gives us the coboundary polynomial for each point x, and we use this to
find the coboundary polynomial of the entire arrangement.
4.5 Interpolation
Once we have found polynomials specified at enough values of q, we can inter-
polate to find the general coboundary polynomial. The number of polynomials
we need is simply one more than the largest possible degree of q. In the defi-
nition of the coboundary polynomial, the exponent of q is r(A)− r(B), which
has a maximal value of r(A), the rank of the original arrangement. Thus for
the arrangement Ei we only need i + 1 polynomials.
The interpolation is done in the file interp.gp. For each k, it looks at
the coefficient of tk of each of the i + 1 polynomials to determine the general




To compute the coboundary polynomial for E6, we were able to purely use
Ardila’s Theorem because the size of the arrangement is sufficiently small. We
computed the specializations for primes up to p = 37, and interpolated to find
the coboundary polynomial. We also did the computation for all products of
primes p = 5, p = 7, and p = 11 to demonstrate consistency.
To compute the coboundary polynomial for E7, we needed to use our
reduction method. We computed the coboundary polynomial for primes up
to p = 19, and then used the reduction method on all products of primes
p = 7, 11, 13, 17, 19.
To compute the coboundary polynomial for E8, we needed to use our
reduction method. The running time of the algorithm on E8 is O(q
8
2), which is
large enough that we wanted to keep q2 minimal. We computed the cobound-
ary polynomial for primes up to p = 13, and then used the reduction method
on q = 7m, q = 11 · 7m, and q = 13 · 7m for several small values of m so that
we could use q2 = 7 in all cases.
4.7 Results
4.7.1 Coboundary Polynomials




i where the Ci’s are the following functions of q
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333(q − 1)(q − 3)
C7 = 2
23251(q − 1)(3q − 7)
C6 = 2
13151(q − 1)(9q2 − 59q + 88)
C5 = 2
23351(q − 1)(q − 4)
C4 = 2
43251(q − 1)(q − 4)(q − 5)
C3 = 2
23151(q − 1)(q − 4)(q − 5)(2q − 1)
C2 = 2
13351(q − 1)(q − 4)(q − 5)(q − 7)
C1 = 2
232(q − 1)(q − 4)(q − 5)(q − 7)(q − 8)




i where the Ci’s are the following functions of q














53171(q − 1)(2q − 7)
C13 = 3
271(q − 1)(15q − 13)
C12 = 3
25171(q − 1)(q − 3)(q − 5)
C11 = 2
53371(q − 1)(q − 4)
C10 = 2
43271(q − 1)(2q2 − 18q + 45)
C9 = 2
4325171(q − 1)(q − 5)
C8 = 2
3335171(q − 1)(q − 5)
C7 = 2
2325171(q − 1)(q − 5)(7q − 29)
C6 = 2
2315171(q − 1)(q − 5)(3q2 − 28q + 61)
C5 = 2
4335171(q − 1)(q − 5)(q − 7)
C4 = 2
2325171(q − 1)(q − 5)(q − 7)(4q − 29)
C3 = 3
171(q − 1)(q − 5)(q − 7)(16q2 − 77q − 633)
C2 = 3
35171(q − 1)(q − 5)(q − 7)(q − 9)(q − 11)
C1 = 3
271(q − 1)(q − 5)(q − 7)(q − 9)(q − 11)(q − 13)





i where the Ci’s are the following functions of q









55171(q − 1)(q − 5)
C30 = 2








43351371(q − 1)(q − 5)
C20 = 2
3335171(q − 1)(q − 5)(q − 7)
C16 = 2
7335171(q − 1)(q − 4)
C15 = 2




3335171(q − 1)(q − 7)(5q + 7)
C12 = 2
1325171(q − 1)(q − 7)(5q2 − 80q + 1091)
C11 = 2
8335171(q − 1)(q − 7)(q − 8)
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C10 = 2
73371(q − 1)(q − 7)(q2 − 17q + 97)
C9 = 2
6335271(q − 1)(q − 7)(q − 9)
C8 = 2
5335271(q − 1)(q − 7)(3q − 23)
C7 = 2
5325271(q − 1)(q − 7)(q − 11)(3q − 19)
C6 = 2
3315171(q − 1)(q − 7)(q − 11)(9q2 − 118q + 893)
C5 = 2
6335271(q − 1)(q − 7)(q − 11)(q − 13)
C4 = 2
3325171(q − 1)(q − 7)(q − 11)(q − 13)(16q − 179)
C3 = 2
35171(q − 1)(q − 7)(q − 11)(q − 13)(q − 17)(4q + 79)
C2 = 2
2335171(q − 1)(q − 7)(q − 11)(q − 13)(q − 17)(q − 19)
C1 = 2
33151(q − 1)(q − 7)(q − 11)(q − 13)(q − 17)(q − 19)(q − 23)
C0 = (q − 1)(q − 7)(q − 11)(q − 13)(q − 17)(q − 19)(q − 23)(q − 29)
4.7.2 Tutte Polynomials
Using the transformation given earlier, the coboundary polynomials corre-
spond to the following Tutte Polynomials:






where the Di’s are the following functions of x:
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D15 = 3(9x + 5159)
D14 = 9(15x + 2243)
D13 = 9(45x + 2863)
D12 = 7(135x + 4591)
D11 = 42(45x + 931)
D10 = 6(573x + 7715)
D9 = 10(585x + 5309)
D8 = 45(x
2 + 208x + 1303)
D7 = 90(2x
2 + 157x + 687)
D6 = 18(37x
2 + 1113x + 3410)
D5 = 18(98x
2 + 1457x + 3125)
D4 = 45(83x
2 + 692x + 1025)
D3 = 10(27x
3 + 657x2 + 3222x + 3214)
D2 = 30(27x
3 + 301x2 + 922x + 570)
D1 = 12(10x
4 + 155x3 + 793x2 + 1422x + 420)
D0 = (x)(x + 3)(x + 4)(x + 6)(x + 7)(x + 10)
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TE7(x, y) = y
56+7y55+28y54+84y53+210y52+462y51+924y50+1716y49+
3003y48 + 5005y47 + 8008y46 + 12376y45 + 18564y44 + 27132y43 + 38760y42 +
54264y41+74613y40+100947y39+134596y38+177100y37+230230y36+296010y35+
376740y34 + 475020y33 + 593775y32 + 736281y31 +
∑30
i=0 Diy
i where the Di’s
are the following functions of x:
D30 = 28(x + 32363)
D29 = 84(2x + 13183)
D28 = 12(49x + 112010)
D27 = 56(28x + 28943)
D26 = 504(7x + 3853)
D25 = 504(14x + 4587)
D24 = 21(619x + 130226)
D23 = 126(179x + 25509)
D22 = 63(593x + 59564)
D21 = 4(14896x + 1087739)
D20 = 42(2191x + 119246)
D19 = 420(329x + 13621)
D18 = 14(14455x + 462932)
D17 = 504(575x + 14439)
D16 = 315(1291x + 25690)
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D15 = 6(63x
2 + 93358x + 1483763)
D14 = 9(210x
2 + 84185x + 1075176)
D13 = 630(9x
2 + 1597x + 16468)
D12 = 14(945x
2 + 93650x + 782104)
D11 = 84(315x
2 + 19955x + 135052)
D10 = 84(583x
2 + 25007x + 136860)
D9 = 140(615x
2 + 18379x + 80996)
D8 = 15(21x
3 + 9660x2 + 204366x + 721048)
D7 = 12(105x
3 + 19355x2 + 294158x + 823882)
D6 = 42(123x
3 + 8450x2 + 92669x + 203568)
D5 = 252(57x
3 + 2005x2 + 16093x + 27240)
D4 = 315(99x
3 + 2116x2 + 12456x + 15744)
D3 = 140(9x
4 + 441x3 + 5724x2 + 24356x + 21760)
D2 = 84(45x
4 + 1165x3 + 9900x2 + 29744x + 16896)
D1 = 24(14x
5 + 455x4 + 5404x3 + 28000x2 + 55872x + 15360)
D0 = (x)(x + 4)(x + 6)(x + 8)(x + 10)(x + 12)(x + 16)
TE8(x, y) = y
112+8y111+36y110+120y109+330y108+792y107+1716y106+
3432y105+6435y104+11440y103+19448y102+31824y101+50388y100+77520y99+






115775100y68 +133784560y67 +154143080y66 +177100560y65 +202927725y64 +
231917400y63 +264385836y62 +300674088y61 +341149446y60 +386206920y59 +
436270780y58 + 491796152y57 +
∑56
i=0 Diy
i where the Di’s are the following
functions of x:
D56 = 3(40x + 184423517)
D55 = 24(35x + 25883968)
D54 = 480(7x + 1450388)
D53 = 1440(7x + 540816)
D52 = 48(525x + 18116846)
D51 = 528(105x + 1835888)
D50 = 3168(35x + 340496)
D49 = 22880(9x + 52376)
D48 = 715(504x + 1858907)
D47 = 264(2275x + 5574761)
D46 = 12(80080x + 135584571)
D45 = 408(3640x + 4401373)
D44 = 90(24752x + 21986481)
D43 = 2280(1428x + 954775)
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D42 = 1140(4080x + 2097241)
D41 = 6840(952x + 383251)
D40 = 1045(8568x + 2745775)
D39 = 8360(1449x + 375022)
D38 = 25080(644x + 136345)
D37 = 528(40250x + 7050797)
D36 = 1716(16100x + 2357433)
D35 = 216(164455x + 20311481)
D34 = 1080(41867x + 4396801)
D33 = 2160(26404x + 2374475)
D32 = 27(2642360x + 204728791)
D31 = 8(11072565x + 743009777)
D30 = 4(280x
2 + 27310780x + 1594191303)
D29 = 120(56x
2 + 1115912x + 56866291)
D28 = 10(2352x
2 + 16324176x + 728329643)
D27 = 8(7840x
2 + 24748885x + 968971896)
D26 = 36(3920x
2 + 6638870x + 228489139)
D25 = 24(11760x
2 + 11966640x + 362505737)
D24 = 15(34748x
2 + 22907024x + 611314029)
D23 = 360(2527x
2 + 1136905x + 26743289)
D22 = 4(380205x
2 + 121329810x + 2516460976)
D21 = 32(76685x
2 + 17898170x + 327354741)
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D20 = 1176(3265x
2 + 571840x + 9222554)
D19 = 1960(2982x
2 + 400665x + 5696603)
D18 = 1960(4427x
2 + 465155x + 5827248)
D17 = 10080(1249x
2 + 104350x + 1150796)
D16 = 105(170364x
2 + 11480880x + 111298261)
D15 = 120(63x
3 + 208244x2 + 11432000x + 97204653)
D14 = 180(210x
3 + 191167x2 + 8606356x + 63992117)
D13 = 280(405x
3 + 166977x2 + 6193728x + 40116265)
D12 = 14(18900x
3 + 4478240x2 + 137288000x + 770870079)
D11 = 168(3150x
3 + 493870x2 + 12528895x + 60633356)
D10 = 28(35460x
3 + 3869940x2 + 81132870x + 336063047)
D9 = 280(6390x
3 + 497570x2 + 8598812x + 30234267)
D8 = 45(70x
4 + 69440x3 + 3900720x2 + 55425456x + 163763985)
D7 = 72(175x
4 + 72450x3 + 2992860x2 + 34871505x + 85435721)
D6 = 252(221x
4 + 33476x3 + 1017446x2 + 9668906x + 19280614)
D5 = 504(317x
4 + 25402x3 + 580362x2 + 4468402x + 7060640)
D4 = 70(5031x
4 + 261216x3 + 4522716x2 + 27777024x + 33390904)
D3 = 280(27x
5 + 2763x4 + 88308x3 + 1131268x2 + 5404792x + 4638096)
D2 = 168(135x
5 + 8095x4 + 175220x3 + 1642060x2 + 5925840x + 3241632)
D1 = 16(70x
6 + 4935x5 + 135282x4 + 1801492x3 + 11691432x2 + 30438432x + 7983360)




Upon looking both the coboundary polynomials and the Tutte polynomials,
we notice some interesting patterns. First, all coefficients in the coboundary
polynomial are divisible by q − 1 except for Cd = 1, where d is the number of





















= (t − 1 + 1)|A| = t|A|





subsets B of size k, and
the third step follows from the binomial theorem. Thus we see that q − 1 will
divide all but the highest order term.
We also notice that the coboundary polynomials appear to have a much
smaller height than the Tutte polynomials. This would be a something to
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examine in future research.
4.8.2 Polynomials from Invalid Primes
It is interesting to consider the results that we do get from primes where there
is an invalid reduction. One way to confirm that the reduction is invalid is
to consider the correct coboundary polynomial which was found using valid
reductions. We note that this correct polynomial evaluated at invalid primes
often has negative terms in them, which is not achievable using our counting
method, so the method clearly cannot be correct there.
In these situations, we are usually getting degenerate hyperplanes and
hyperplanes are overlapping, and so the result is that the polynomials found
using our method are missing the lower order terms. The higher order terms
are usually correct. As an example, when run on E7 on q = 3, our algorithm
found the polynomial f(t) = t63 + 56t36 + 126t30 + 1332t21 + 672t18. However,
here is the actual coboundary polynomial:
χ̄E7(3, t) = t
63 + 56t36 + 126t30 + 1332t21 + 2016t16 − 1344t15 + 4032t13
− 12096t11 + 18144t10 − 20160t9 − 30240t8 + 40320t7 − 6720t6
+ 241920t5 − 342720t4 − 241920t3 + 725760t2 − 483840t + 107520
4.8.3 Validity of Results
We can use known specializations of the Tutte Polynomial to get confirmation
that this is correct. For example, we know that when y = 0 in χ̄(q, t), we get
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the chromatic polynomial. The values for C0 in each case above correspond to
these known values (see [5], p. 59).
We also compared these polynomials with those found by de Concini
and Procesi using the method described earlier, and the polynomials were
identical ([3]).
4.9 Further Applications
We used this algorithm to compute the coboundary polynomial of three specific
arrangements, but it could be used similarly on other arrangements. In this
particular case, we were able to compute these coboundary polynomials using
only primes up to 13. Without this method, we would have needed to use
eight valid primes to compute E8, which means we would have needed to use
primes 7 ≤ p ≤ 31, and thus our method gave a substantial computational
savings.
One important feature of these particular arrangements was the fact
that they had very few and very predictable subarrangements. This method
could also be potentially used for other computations of similar arrangements
where characteristics of a large arrangement can be determined by character-






(Note: An electronic version of each of these functions can be found online.)
A.1 Initial Data
This function is used to create the matrix to represent the E8 arrangements.
It first defines the planes in R8 and then writes them in a basis of the simple
roots described earlier. The functions for E7 and E6 are similar and thus not
shown, but can be found in createEPlanes.gp.
createE8()=
{








































The following two functions are used to create the matrices to represent
the A and D arrangements.

































These functions use Ardila’s formula to find the coboundary polyno-
mials and associated data for all An and Dn arrangements that will show up




























A.2 Calculation for Primes
This function uses Ardila’s Theorem to compute the Tutte Polynomial for an
arrangement (here, E8) over some Fp. Again, this function is similar for all






\\Loop through all points, counting the











The following function finds the coboundary polynomials for all possible sub-
arrangements of E6, E7, and E8. If we are looking at the arrangement En,
the outer loop represents the dimension of the subarrangements, which is be-
tween 1 and n − 1. For each dimension d, the next loop looks at all possible
partitions of d. For each partition d = d1d2 . . . dk, where di ≥ di+1, there are
are two possible types of collections of subarrangements: either the direct sum
Ad1 ⊕ Ad2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Adk , or Dd1 ⊕ Ad2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Adk . The final subarrangements
that must be added are those that contain some En. There are only a few
of these, so they are simply added separately. As previously mentioned, note
that we must include the entire arrangement as a subarrangement.
For each subarrangement, we do three calculations. The first is the
coboundary polynomial, which is simply the product of the coboundary poly-
nomial of all elements of the direct sum. Our goal is to easily determine which
subarrangement we have at any given time, so we calculate the number of
planes of the subarrangement as well as the number of sets of three dependent
planes. We then store this in a matrix, indexed by the number of planes of
the subarrangement, for efficiency.
CreateSubPolys(p,dim,numPlanes)=
{
\\Uses dim to calculate "degrees of freedom", i.e. the mult factor





for(subdim=1,dim-1, \\Do it for each dimension
allparts=part(subdim);



















subPoly[curr[2],1]=concat(subPoly[curr[2],1], curr[1] * p^(dim-subdim));
subPoly[curr[2],2]=concat(subPoly[curr[2],2], curr[3]))));










\\get the precomputed E8 for p
subPoly[120,1]=concat(subPoly[120,1],[h[p]] * p^(dim-8)))));






This is the main function that calculates the coboundary polynomial
over (Z/pqZ). It is shown here for E8, but see GetCoPoly.gp for all arrange-
ments. It loops through all points mod p1, and for each point uses the subar-
rangement calculations to determine what the coboundary polynomial is for
the cosets of that point. There are several helper functions shown below that












\\Find the planes for the original point
allx0 = vector(dim,loop,[1,p1]);






\\Find the poly for the translates of the point
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